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Let /.I be a probability measure on L-a, a], a>O, and Ict .q,~ [-a, a], 
/‘e C”( I -2a. 2al). II > 0 even. Using moment methods we derive best upper bounds 
to 
IJ 
n 
(L/-(x-o+ v) f/(% - Y)l!2) P(dV) -f(x-0) 3 
” 
leading to sharp inequalities that are attainable and involve the second modulus oi 
continuity off’“’ or an upper bound of it. i” 1989 Academic Press. IIIC 
Let {L,‘i,GN bc a scqucncc of positive linear operators from C( [r, p] ) 
into itself. The convergence of Lj to the unit operator was studied exten- 
sively by Korovkin [6] and others. This convergence was put in a quan- 
titative form, i.e., as an inequality, first by Shisha and Mond [tc]. General 
sharp inequalities that are attainable, corresponding to the pointwise 
convergence of L, to Z, appeared for the first time in rl ]. The method 
employed there comes from the theory of moments. Let f~ Cn( [ -2a, 2a]), 
a > 0, n 2 0 even, x0 E C--U, u]. Also let L be a positive linear convolution 
operator, defined below from Cn([ -2a, 2a]) into C( [ -a, a]). In the 
present paper using moment methods (see [4, 5]), we find best upper 
bounds for IL(j; x0) -J(x,)l, leading to attainable sharp inequalities 
involving the second modulus of continuity ofS’“‘or an upper bound of it. 
Our inequalities are attained by conveniently chosen n-times continuously 
differentiable functions and finitely supported probability measures. These 
inequalities estimate the degree of convergence of positive linear convolu- 
tion operators, such as (1 ), to the unit operator. 
Several authors, such as R. A. DeVore [3], have studied convolution 
operators in detail, but from another point of view. 
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The positive linear convolution-type operators we consider are given by: 
DEFJNJTJON 1. Let f‘~ C( [ -24 2a]), a > 0, and let p be a probability 
measure on [-a, a]. For every x E [-a, a], we set 
w; xl = J” (C.m + Y) +S(x - Y)lP) A&). (1) a 
We say that L is a positive linear convolution operator from C( [ -24 2~3) 
into C( [ --a, a]). 
The next Proposition 5 will be useful in what follows. To prove it, we 
need: 
LEMMA 2. For ull x, t E R, we hme 
1 lx+tl"+ Ix-r~z-2~xIzI <2ltl", Odcrd2. 
Proqf (2) is trivial for CI = 0 and for t = 0. For t # 0, (2) is 
(2) 
Thus, it is enough to prove that I ly+ II”+ ly- ll”-2 Iyl”l 62 for all 
y~R,O<cr<2. 
Case I. 0 < tl d 1. We observe that 
I lY+ll”+lY-l12-21Yl”IGI ly+ll”-lyl”l+l ly-II”-lyl”l 
<I lY+ll-IYI I”+1 IY--ll-IYI I”G2. 
The middle inequality follows from the subadditivity of 1~1~. 
Case II. 1 < r < 2. From the convexity everywhere of ( yl z, we obtain 
lys II”+ ly- lI”-2 Iyl”>O. 
Hence, it is enough to prove 
ly+ II”+ ly- lI”-2 ly1”<2 for all y E R. 
Without loss of generality we may assume 0 d y < 1. 
Consequently, what remains to be proved is that 
(l+ y)“+(l -y)“-2L’“d2 forall Ody< 1. 
For O<y<l, let ~(y)=(l+y)“+(l-y)“-2y”-2. It is enough to 
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prove, for 0 < JJ < 1, that K’(Y) 60. But by the subadditivity of 1x1~ ‘, 
if O<y<l, then (1+y)“-‘~(1-y)“-‘+(2y)“-‘~(1-?,)”-1+2~z-* 
and hence g’(y) < 0. 1 
COROLLARY 3. For all x, t E R we huce 
I IX+2tlZ-2~x+t~“+~x~“~~2~t~“, 06cxd2. (3) 
Proof: Apply (2) with x replaced by x + L 1 
We recall (see [7, p. 473) 
DEFIKITION 4. For f‘~ C( [z, b]), - CL; < a < fl< c/3, the second modulus 
qf‘ continuity off in [a, fl] is given by 
oz(.Lh)= sup If(x) - 2m + t) +./Ix + 2t)lt 
rz<.r<xr*t<g 
I s h 
(4) 
PROPOSITION 5. The function ItI’ (0 d r < 2) has in [ -7, y] (7 > 0) the 
second modulus of continuit)l 
w2( Irlz, h) = 2h”, O<hq. (3 
Proof: Apply (3). Equality holds for x = -h, t = h. m 
6. Preliminaries 
In this paper we consider SE C”( [ -2a, 2a]), a > 0, n is even and 20, 
and we study inequalities involving ~~(f(“), h), 0 d h < a, or an upper 
bound on o,(f’“‘, h). 
For fixed X~E [-a, a], by using Taylor’s formula with Cauchy remain- 
der for f(xo + J), ,f(xO - y) (n > 2 even), we get 
(4 SNXO) = 2 pLx, 
,& 
(2p), J 
where 
(~:.md =.f(x, + Y) +fhl- Y) - mxcl) (7) 
(thus (~:J)(x,) = (~;S)(x,N (8) 
is the so-called central second order difference. Now we integrate (6j 
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relative to the variable y with respect to a probability measure p over 
C-u, a]. We make a change of variable in the remainder of (6) and we use 
the fact that n is even. Also, we denote 
Thus 
c 2p = (9) 
L(j; x0) -f(xJ - ‘f fo(X,) c2p = U”, 
,>=, (2PY 
(10) 
where 
U” =; ja (yn j; (~&f(“))(.GJ yI;p ’ de) p(dy). (11) n 
Using (4) it follows that 
IUnI d V”, (12) 
where 
Note that U, = V,, when x,=0 and j”“‘(y)= IJJ]“, with O<cr 62 (by 
Proposition 5). 
It is convenient to introduce 
02(q=QAf(“), 141, o< ItI <a, (14) 
and, if n 2 1, the even functions 
(1% 
Further, let G,(y) = w2 (u). Observe that 
vn=i j:, G,(Y) A&) (16) 
and G;(y) = G,._ , (u), j= 1, 2, . . . . n, since CB~(~(“), h  is continuous. 
Using the previous notations and assumptions, we have 
PROPOSITION 7. Let p be a probability measure on [-a, a], a > 0, and 
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define d,= [j” a jyI’u(dy)]‘:“, Y > 0. Let n 3 2 be even, and consia’er a11 
.f~ Cn( [ -2a, 2a]) such that 
~~(.f”“, IA)<2A Iylz, O<lyl <a, O<CY<~, A>O. 
Then, jar x,, E [ -a, a], 
<Ad,“T;/[(cr+ l)(a+2)...(x+n)]. (17) 
The last inequulitp is uttained (and hence is sharp), when x0 =O, by the 
,jiozction 
f,(y)=A I~I”‘“/[(r+l)(r+2)~..(r+n)] (18) 
and the associated probability measure u hating mass 1!2 at the two points 
f (in ( 2. 
Prooj: We easily find that 
G,,(y)f2A Iy(‘-“/[(sr+ l)...(x+n)] (Od 1.~1 aa) (19) 
and thus 
V,<Ad,“:,‘/[(x+ l)...(z+n)]. (20) 
As d,,+.dd,, z and (U,I d V,,, we get 
IO’,,\ <Ad,“:,“/[(z+ l)...(r+n)]. (21) 
Using (lo), we finally obtain (17). Also,note that j’g’( y) = A j ~1”; hence, by 
Proposition 5, o,(fF’, 1 yl) = 2A (~1”. Also, f:‘(O) = 0, for k = 0, . . . . n. This 
proves the desired equality. 
The next results assumes that f~ C”([ -2a, 2a]) (a >O), and that 
~~(.f”‘), I tl ) <g(t) (0 d I tl <a), where g is a given, arbitrary, bounded, 
even positive function which is Bore1 measurable. We set 
&(y)=j”g(t)(y-I)“-‘i(n- l)!dt. 
0 
THEOREM 8. Let I/I he a function on [0, a] such thut $(O)=O, which is 
continuous and strictly increasing. Let a probability measure u exist on 
[ -a, a] with 
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Suppose (n 2 2 even) that 
is concave on [0, $(a)]. Then, for every x0 E [ ---a, a], 
E(x,) = L(f, x0) -f(xo) - F f(2p)(Xo) - c2p < ; G,(d). 
p=l PPY 
(24) 
The above inequality is attained (and hence is sharp) when x0 = 0, 
f(y) = 4 6, (y) (implying &fCn), 1 tl ) = g(t)), and p = 6,. If g(t) = 2A 1 tl a, 
O<a<2,A>O, one can choosefasf, of(18). 
Proof In view of (lo), (12), and (16), we need to prove only that 
f”,e,(y)p(dy)<c’,(d). Note that both en(y) and $(lyl) are even 
functions on [--a, a]. It follows (see [4, 51) that 
sup s a 6(v) ddy) = 6(d), P --a 
since, by the concavity of &, the set 
is the upper boundary of the convex hull of the curve 
ro= W(Y), ~,c,,,:o<,ea}. I 
The next theorem generalizes Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 9. Let u be a probability measure on [ -a, a] and consider the 
upper concave envelope Zn*(u) of yi”, (u) of (23) (n z 0 even). Also, consider 
E(x,) of (24). 
Then 
where x0 E [-a, a]. 
-+a) d t x*($(d)), (25) 
When yi”, is concave, the right-hand side of (25) equals 1 e,(d). If, 
moreover, co2 (4 g, 1 tl ) = g(t), the inequality is attained as in Theorem 8. 
Otherwise (25) is still (non-trivially, that is with ,u # 6,) attained, when 
x,=Oando,(ig, Itl)=g(t), by thesamefunctionf(y)=ie,(y)anda two 
points supported probability measure u. In particular, when Sa is convex, 
%*(Hd)) = (ICl(d)/$(a)) 6, (a), n > 0. 
Proof As in Theorem 8. 1 
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Let g be arbitrary continuous even positive function on [ -a, u] (allowing 
g(0) = 0). Let $ be a continuous, strictly increasing function on [0, a] with 
cl/(O) = 0. Let e, be as above. 
Next we give, without proof, suflicient conditions for x,(u) = 
6,($-‘(u)) to be convex (concave) on [O, $(a)], R>O being even. The 
omitted proofs are identical to those of the corresponding results in [2]. 
THEOKEM 10. (i) Assume that + E Cn((0, u)), n 30 even, satisfies 
fpk’(0)>O ,fur k=O, . . . . n- 1. (25) 
Suppose, jirrther, that 
g( y)/t+l~‘“‘( ,:) is nun-decreasing on each interval where $“” is 
positive. (27) 
Then the function X” = 6,,$ ’ is convex. In particular, G,(y),/$( .y) is 
non-decreasing. 
(ii) Assume that I,!I E P((Ol a)), n 2 0 even, satisjies 
$‘k)(O)<O .for k=O, . . ..n- 1. G33) 
Suppose, fiurther, that 
g( y)j$(“)( y) is non-increasing on each interval where Ic/(“’ is 
positive. (291 
Then the .f!nction 8, = 6,$ ’ is concave. In particulur, G’,(y)/+(y) is 
non-increasing. 
COROLLARY 11. Let 1 < m <n - 1 be such thut tj’““( J) is non-increasing 
as long as it is positive. Suppose further that $‘“‘(O) > 0 for 1 d k < m - 1. 
Then Hi is convex for n > 4 even. 
PROPOSITIOX 12. If‘n>2 is even and cc/“(y)<0 (O-CJQU), then .%$ is 
contiex on [0, +(a)]. 
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